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NEWSLETTER
Conference 2021 Sponsorship
Environmental and climate protection:
priorities for local action in 2022

Plans for Conference 2021 are now well advanced, and we are
delighted to announce that sponsorship this year has been secured
courtesy of Bosch. Chair of Trustees, Christopher Fry notes; ‘I’m
particularly pleased at this development as we seek to become fully
engaged with all sectors and importantly industry, during the
challenging task of Climate Protection.’

HIGHLIGHTS IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE
Noise Action Week!
EPUK is delighted to
support Noise Action
Week this year, which
takes place week
commencing 24th May.
……Full details follow in
this Newsletter….

European Federation
for Clean Air

Conference 2021

Lines are now open to
register for our Annual
An important EFCA
Conference at Aston
conference on Ultra Fine
University on
particles takes place online
Thursday 18th
next month (18th May), to
November. Now is the
which all EPUK members
time to take advantage
are invited for free. To
register and see our item on of the generous Early
Bird rate. For details
EFCA, go to
read on……
https://efca.net/ufpmeeting

EPUK Merchandise
Our exclusive, high-quality products are available to order online. Choose
your product, size and colour and it will be delivered directly to your home.
Order your environmentally friendly clothing with a donation to EPUK.
https://ohmcharities.org.uk/shop/environmental-protection-uk/
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EPUK Annual Conference 2021
We return to the University of Aston in Birmingham on Thursday 18 th
November 2021 for our Conference this year. Your membership entitles you to
a substantial discount on our standard 2021 Annual Conference registration
fee. The rate for members is £129.00 + £25.80 (VAT) and is valid until 30 th
June.
The theme for our 2021 Conference reflects the importance of action at local
level to deliver on climate protection and the need to harmonise this with
action on air, noise and land quality. There will be a keynote address on the
benefits of a combined approach to climate and environmental protection.
Professor Jim Longhurst will provide an introduction and overview of the
day and be available for discussions throughout the day.
Alex Minshull, Sustainable City and Climate Change Service
Manager at Bristol City Council will speak on the practical
challenges of delivering this combined approach to climate
and environmental protection through local action.
Other speakers will be announced soon.
In response to feedback from delegates at previous Conferences, we have
decided to change the breakout sessions and will instead have two special
sessions this year on priorities for local action on environmental protection
and climate change and on lessons learned for environmental protection
from the Covid-19 pandemic.
Early registration is particularly helpful for the events team as it enables us to
accurately arrange the myriad of details involved organising in such events.
Another reason to attend Conference in person: an
irresistible temptation from our last live event in 2019. If
you don’t come along, you won’t sample these!
Register now, by visiting https://www.environmentalprotection.org.uk/event/epuk-annual-conference-2021/
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European Federation for Clean Air and Environmental
Protection Associations, EFCA Ultra Fine Particles Symposium
The EFCA executive met online this
month to devise their programme of
events for 2021. As a result, there is a
great opportunity for EPUK members
who are interested in Ultra Fine Particles
this year; the latest EFCA UfP Symposium
will be an online event and will be free.
This, the 8th Symposium, will be on the
afternoon of the 18th May 2021, 13.00 to
16.00 (UK time). This is the opportunity to hear about the leading research on
sources of UfP and their effects. There will also be discussions on policy for UfP
reduction.
Registration will open shortly on the EFCA website www.EFCA.net. See
specifically: https://efca.net/ufpmeeting
See also the item in our ‘From The Press’ section on the last page.

Biennial Conference of Croation Air Pollution Prevention
The Biennial Conference of the Croatian Air Pollution Prevention Association
(CAPPA) will be held this year from 15th to 17th September as a mixed inperson and online meeting. It is open to EPUK members, and it is planned that
there will be an EFCA sponsored session on emission from shipping.
This will be in English and other sessions will
have English language interpretation if
necessary. Details of the meeting will be on
the EFCA website and in the next EPUK
Newsletter.
We hope this will encourage EPUK members
and Newsletter readers to join in.
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Noise Action Week is Back! 24Th - 29th May
After a quiet break during the pandemic Noise Action Week is back!
The campaign coincides with lockdowns
easing across the UK, allowing
socialising outdoors and larger groups
to gather. With people keen to get back
to seeing family and friends, there is
potential for an increase in disturbing
noise – in gardens and around venues.
Easing of restrictions on the opening of
shops and early and late deliveries times
also has the potential to cause disturbance.
In addition, more people are at home. Home working and travel restrictions
mean gathering with friends and family in the garden and more DIY and
building projects have the potential to disturb neighbours with noise.
While we don’t want to spoil the fun, many have got used to less noise during
lockdown – so we’re running an online campaign to raise the profile of the
impact too much noise can have on physical and mental health.
We’ll be reaching out to local authorities calling on them to remind residents,
tenants and businesses to keep the peace with neighbours, posting information
and advice on reducing noise online. Already we’ve heard from Medway
Council who are running a poster competition for junior schools - so get
involved in making some noise about noise! There are ideas for promotional
activity on our website.
Find out more information, go to:
http://www.noiseactionweek.org.uk
@NoiseActionWeek
noiseactionweek@susspace.org.uk
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The Industrial Decarbonisation Challengean Institution of Chemical Engineers Webinar
The Industrial Decarbonisation Challenge was
launched in mid-2019, with the goal of kick-starting
the decarbonisation of industrial clusters across the
UK. Since its launch, the Challenge has awarded
approaching £200m of funding to major projects around the UK, with a
focus on the infrastructure needed for carbon capture and storage, and for
hydrogen production and distribution. This presentation will provide an
overview of work which is now underway to deploy CCS and hydrogen at
scale, to develop the regional plans needed to support a broad range of
industries within a region (including skills development, jobs, costs, new
technologies etc.) and the research programme to support further
development and reduce costs.
The presenter is Dr Bryony Livesey, ICSF Director, Industrial
Decarbonisation Challenge. Dr Bryony leads the Industrial Decarbonisation
Challenge (IDC), which forms part of the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund
(ISCF). IDC is a £170m programme with £261m match funding from
industry, designed to deploy low carbon technologies and enabling
infrastructure in heavily industrialised regions of the UK. Bryony was
previously Head of Technology at Costain, with responsibility for the
identification and development of new technology. She was a member of
BEIS' CCUS Cost Challenge Task Force, a Director of the CCSA (where she
co-chaired the Technical Working Group) and chairs the Independent
Advisory Panel for the UKCCSRC.
Date: 5th May 2021 Time: 09:00—10:00 BST
Price: Free of charge to all EPUK members
Location: The presentation will be delivered via GoToWebinar
Please register at: https://www.icheme.org/industrial-decarb
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Other News in Brief
Air Quality
The coroner who ruled that air pollution contributed to Ella Kissi-Debrah’s
death has criticised the Government for failing to provide enough adequate
information on the dangers of air pollution. H.M. Assistant Coroner for Inner
South London, Philip Barlow, has now published a ‘Prevention of Future
Deaths’ report which calls for legally binding targets for fine particles based on
WHO guidelines. To read more go to:
https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/news/rcp-responds-prevention-future-deathsreport-following-inquest-death-ella-adoo-kissi-debrah

Correspondence From our Mailbox
We often receive emails from companies offering goods and services but this
one struck me as quite pertinent and made me think about the environmental
impact of funerals. Hopefully I won’t have to think about it for a while though:
Good afternoon,
I hope that you are well and feeling positive about the roadmap ahead of us!
At a time when the environment is influencing so many of our everyday choices,
interest in green funerals has never been higher. Whether you are arranging
someone’s funeral or leaving wishes for your own, there are plenty of simple ways
to make it more environmentally friendly. Our new blog shares information about
green funeral choices and lets you know about some exciting new options on the
horizon - I would love to hear what you think of it!
You will find the blog by clicking on this link and I wondered whether this would be
of any interest to you or as a guest blog? I thought that it might resonate with
your readers and I really do think that this is important. Please don’t hesitate to
let me know if you would prefer that I send you a Word or PDF version.
This is a photo of an 100% electric eco-hearse to
pique your green funerals interest!
I hope that you don’t mind me sending it to you –
we are really keen to share information about
greener funerals so that we can all contribute to a
more sustainable future!
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AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

For those of us who worked on transboundary air pollution back in the
1990s it is perhaps unsurprising to learn of a report this month by Damian
Carrington, environmental editor of The Guardian. He notes research
published in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences on
microplastic pollution. Microplastic pollution is now “spiralling around the
globe”, according to a study of airborne plastic particles.
The researchers of Cornell University in the USA said human pollution has
led to a global plastic cycle, akin to natural processes such as the carbon
cycle, with plastic moving through the atmosphere, oceans and land. The
result is the “plastification” of the planet, said one scientist.

MEMBERSHIP
We are always looking for new members. Please recommend EPUK and its
services to your colleagues and any organisation you feel would benefit from
membership. Follow the link below for more information regarding types of
membership and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing info@environmentalprotection.org.uk
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